. This paper will subject their historiography to both an internal and external critique, examining how far the school remained true to its or_iginal historiographical positions both in its theory and its practice, and as its history has been that of a continual, almost imperceptible shift away from its original positions to one of incoherence and contradiction, suggest why this is so. The illustrative evidence will necessarily be limited primarily to the work of the major figures in the school but the paper will attempt to reinforce this by keeping in mind the detailed statistical account of the contents of Annales elaborated in the contemporary Annales seminar at the Hautes Etudes.
Whence came this ambitious project to change completely the practice of historical scholarship? There are; of course, those explanations belonging to the sociology of knowledge, best dealt with by Pierre Nora, but on which I will only touch (3) . There had been, by 1900, a 'mondialisation' or extension to the whole world system of the object of investigation of historians; there had been the democratic or mass policital innovations which characterise modernity; there had been the discrediting of 'mechanistic' theories in the sciences which,d~tad back to the Enlightenment; there had been the emergence of new intellectuals (which as the descendants of peasants both Febvre and Braudel symbolised); and there were personal histories -they had suffered as students of a dull history -they had that sense of being 'situated', so common in the conditions of the thirties and which curiously Sartre also made central to his oeuvre. But what concerns me is above all the theoretical influences proper, which while interlaced with the others, also synthesised them in a particular fashion (4) . The (25) .
Only subsequently did Braudel maintain that this was structural history, when in attempting to explain it in terms borrowed from de Saussure, Levi-Strauss and other theoreticians of structure, he proposed that the almost unconscious patterns of reproduction of material life which constituted the long cycle were understood through the word 'structure', which 'implies organisation, coherence and fairly stable relationships between social realities and masses' (26) . Structure was the area which had to come to the 'centre of our study'. The interest in structure certainly preserved the realm of 'unconscious history' to be known in abstraction. This led to an emphasis on the need for the use of 'models' and 'qualitative social mathematics' once the historical equivalent of the 'phoneme' or the 'gusteme' had been found. ' The procedure followed by this sort of research is plain -one must go beneath the surface of the thing observed to reach the zone of unconscious or barely conscious elements, then reduce this reality to its tiniest elements, perceiving the delicate, identical keys whose relationships with one another can be precisely analysed.' (27) Yet again the call for a serial history which would be total was no more than a call. In his recent three volume extension of structural history to the world as a whole, 
